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This is my point of view, out of what I saw with my
own eyes, and doesn’t necessarily represent all of Hellas
(Greece). (Print version) ‒When I use the "-ly",
pronounced "LEE"; it comes from "LI"-onardo DA Vinci.
For example, "proudly", are also "Proud Li(onardo)".‒

My personal Odyssey (saying politely), begun on late
April 2020. For the first time in my life, I received the
electricity bill a whole month after it was published! It
was already due, for two whole weeks. Alongside, came
the “threat” that they have already ordered cutting down
my electricity! That is, during the pandemic! To make
things even funnier, the “lady” who was cleaning my
apartment, “coincidentally” took off the plug, a battery
light (a gift from a thoughtful neighbour), I always have
plugged in, just in case sh** like this happens again. I
paid €400 for the electricity bill, in times where I have a
huge need for money. After I paid, the Hellas
government announced that they won’t cut anyone’s
electricity, during the pandemic. Funny, huh?
A few days later, after I paid €205 for the water bill,
“coincidentally” the water on the street I’m living in, was
cut off! That is, during the pandemic! Meaning, that in
order to wash your hands, nose and face, I needed to
buy tons of bottled water! Awesome, right? Thankfully,
the whole neighbourhood complained, and they fixed it
on the same day. But, one cannnot that easily forget
their bad intentions.
A few days later, came something that’s
definitely NOT a coincidence. I think that to the eyes of everyone, this was an act of warlike. Believe
it or not, even if nothing is working in Hellas cause of the pandemic; the local authorities decided to
completely crash the street with heavy load trucks, out of my apartment specifically, from 1:20
after midnight, until 4:30 after midnight!!! Does anyone believe that this kind of shit happens in
any civilised country? Well, it does. In Athens-Hellas, right outside my apartment. There was no
problem on the street to fix; they asphalted (tarred), the already covered with asphalt (tar) street, for
NO reason! I am talking about disgusting and ridiculously loud noise, which must have reached more
than a mile away, at all distances! I mean, the windows were shaking!! I recorded it on video, in case
someone thinks that I am exaggerating. Unbelievably not fair authorities?
The funnier in this ridiculous, not civilised and “warlike” action by the local authorities, is that the
neighbours didn’t get out on their balconies, cursing them at all languages, or throwing them eggs or
something. Very weird, huh?? Does it smell like a conspiracy?
This disgusting action, against all laws of keeping quiet that late, resumed on the next night!
They once again, ignored any civilised law, and finished their job, once again, from 1 after
midnight, to 4 after midnight! Once again, nobody threw them eggs, or screamed, or anything.
Very f... weird, huh??
I mean, it’s as if the pandemic isn’t enough pain to all, they need to make this place a living hell! F...
up! Huh?

But, this nightmare on the warzone of Athens-Hellas, through my eyes, didn’t even stop there! A
few days later, my daddy (baba), after 14
years of successfully running a private company
on the hospital in Chania-Crete (taking care of
the hospital's machinery), was laid off!!! To give
you the real picture, the public hospital bought
off ALL of my baba (daddy) employees and hired
them as civil servants! That is, except my baba!
Awesome guys, huh? The democratic blood
definitely runs through their veins. NOT!
I mean, these guys have started a war, it
seems, against, who? Nature? The pandemic?
Me, personally? I mean, all these are happening
where I live, specifically! What the f... is their
problem? Are they barbarians?
The next day, another act or warlike
emerged. Well, I was going on a very
international and pretty beach, keeping all safe
distances, just to relax in these horrific times
we’re all experiencing together. A break out, out
of this misery. And what did the monsters do?
They went out once again at night, like
vampires, and destroyed this beach!! They had
the cowardice to strip this beach specifically, of
its' sand! I mean, the sand was around 30 cm
thick, and after the manmade disaster, it was 25 cm thick!! Almost all locals, were shocked. I
mean, the local authorities didn’t give a shit that this move would ruin the local economy, around the
beach! Or the pleasure the locals had, of having a pretty beach! I mean, these guys turned a rich
beach, into a field of dust! Unbelievable, huh? Instead of create, destroying!!
How did Nature respond to this rape? Well,
the sea was as dirty, as never before! I mean,
that even inside the sea, where one once walked
on clear water and stones; one now walks on
garbage and more trash! I’m talking about a
natural disaster, just a few hours after their
warlike and non-considerate of others, crime to
nature. This response from Nature sounds pretty
fair to me. I hope we all agree on that.
Furthermore, two days later, the
temperature in Hellas dropped almost 17°C
(30°F). From 38°C (100°F) to 21°C (70°F). Five
days later, the temparature at night is 13°C (55°F). A drop, so far, of 25°C (45°F), in just one week!
From hot summer, autumn.

I must also mention, that two days before this, in the
same beach, two Hellas guys (Greeks), almost attacked on
two foreign beautiful girls (who speak Greek), as if they
were cops giving them a ticket; because they were sitting
close to me! Is that xenophobia, or is it my idea? Do they
really deserve people like her and me?
On my way back, that very not kind bus driver, was
patiently waiting to close the doors, on my bag! I mean, my
bag was locked inside the bus doors, the whole bus was
laughing against him, and the bus driver pretended that he
didn’t even notice, and carried on! Oh, what a friendly place,
to me! Not! Do you agree?
I ignored this jerk, and when I exited the metro, another
awesome Hellas guy was patiently waiting for me, with his
bike; in order to jump on top of me, with his bike! I ignored
them once again.
It took three weeks for the temperature in reaching over
30°C, maybe it only happened for one day; but, I'm very
glad that they actually returned the sand to this beach! Yey!
Good! But, being completely honest, the sea there is still dirty. Also, in my bus ride, THE BUS
WINDOWS WERE SHUT DOWN! I mean, when the whole planet knows that "air circulation" are
very vital during the pandemic, they had the bus windows shut down!! At the bus's terminal station, I
kindly said to the bus driver that this is really dangerous for our health, and he yelled at me to exit
from the bus! I mean, not only they don't seem to care about locals health, but, don't they even
know that in all bussiness’s, the customer has every right in filling his complaint? Civil servants, as the
bus driver's, even more!
One week later, in 21-6-2020,
pickpocket stole Greek guy on the bus,
then got off the bus, and they asked
the driver to halt the bus in order to
get the thief. This b bus driver ignored
them completely, and yelled at them
very angry: "You will not tell me where
to stop!! Who do you think you are??
If I want I can have all passengers exit
from the bus!!" Unbelievably badmannered, correct? On my return,
another b bus driver, didn't even stop
in my bus stop!! I took a taxi and saw
the bus was almost empty... Another very boring and ridiculous conspiracy... I mean, am I meeting
with the worst Greek bus drivers? What the hell is wrong with them? Shouldn't professional drivers be
as calm as possible, in order to reassure the safe travelling? Aren’t there good-mannered Greek bus
driver’s? Is the government going stop the bus driver’s from ridiculing the country? Perhaps they
didn't know about their ill-mannered behaviour?
I must also mention that the first time I took the bus during the
pandemic, even if we all wear masks and keep our safe distances inside
the bus; a criminal who was sitting next to me, took off his mask,
turned to my side intentionally, and... SNEEZED ON ME!! Unbelievable
jerk! Do you agree? I mean, during this pandemic, if one sneezes on
you in purpose, and you actually die from it; then, this is manslaughter!
Life sentence? Unfortunately, this guy is from Hellas too. Sad story.

I don’t understand at all, why I have to experience this horrific tragedy. Are they pure evil? Do
they get turned on by warlike actions? Do they hate peace, democracy, civil rights? Is this a
dictatorship, or a democracy? What the hell is going on in Hellas? Do the Greeks (Hellines)
support these crimes against human dignity and freedom? I don’t think so! I mean, even the
government on Hellas, received a merely 25% of the voters (approximately). Meaning that the 75%
did NOT vote for them! Now, it’s OUR TURN! The kind Greeks time! Are there?
But, thinking and hoping isn’t enough. Are there lot of kind Greeks, or are they blindly bowing at
the Hellas flag, even when Hellas is so unjust and bad? Is this Greece, or any country, to be proud
of? I certainly hope not. Platonas would puke on this unjust and non-democratic behaviour, from the
local authorities. So would Alexander the Great. And we ALL know that, for a fact!
I think it’s time that everyone should “show them the finger!” Prove, that we people come first!
We’re 11 million, and they are just a
few hundreds. The time for patience, as
far as I understand, has ended. We’re
all living in times, where we all need all
the assistance we could receive! (Me
als'o!)
I won’t tell anyone what to do, if
you want to end this tragedy to all. I’m
sure that you know exactly what to do,
if you want to put an end to it. I’m
doing my part, I also pray and hope,
that you also do what it takes.
Logic dictates, that if you don’t act
against this obvious and monstrous nonjustice; then, what happened to me, will
also happen to you.
Honestly, I don’t even feel like
getting out of my apartment, ever
again. I mean, that if Hellas is on a war,
as its politicians keep repeating; then,
the safest way is to stay indoors. It’s
like a warzone here, where everywhere
I go in Athens, intentional “bombs” are
dropping. As if they hate me! Even after
ALL these things I’ve done for Hellas! To
me, that’s the definition of shameless.
Aren’t they worried about their souls? I’ve tried to communicate politely with them, and it failed
completely. If being gentle isn’t the language they understand, then what is the language they
communicate with? War and threats? Embargo? I’m sick of it, that’s for sure!
This is my story, my personal opinion, for the past month. It feels like being part of a bad
and intentionally malicious horror film, again and again. I think that everyone in my position,
would pray to get out of this nightmare as soon as possible. Doing it alone, I have a weird feeling,
that it won't be so pretty to all... Would You Protest for me Also? Show them that WE have the
power? What kind of people are you really? Would you Protest for Filippos to get OUT of this nonhumane prison? If You do so, I'll LOVE YOU!
Thank you for reading my tears.

What do you think, about this story? I’m very
curious to hear your point of view.
For any comments, or ideas, or questions, or
updates on my stories, or any kind, direct
communication: C@filippos.com (private email
domain).
If you want to support my cause,
historical studies, efforts for a fair world, or
cannot stand this no-fair against me; you
may send cash, through my PayPal
account: filippos@filippos.com. Is Elon Musk
interested? Has PayPal stop work? Or, not? (No
serious cash for me, is an answer.) I mean, they
wasted so much cash to this "space rocket", in times where million of people are actual out of work!
Moreover, international companies, interested in hiring me, please look my Work Biography,
Talents here: I may fill many high-profile, well-paid positions, as you're able to find in my
Work,&Talents Biography. That's why I'm not limiting my job search to specific industries. Plus, I
don't seem to have many options; therefore, I'm open for the kindest, most respectable. Obviously,
during this pandemic, I would be of most use, working on CoviD-19 vaccine for a medical
company. But, I cannot apply to this kind of job, since I don't have a medical degree. That's why it
may only work, by inviting me. This way, will bypass non-practical obstacles. This way may probably
save many lives, industries. Email: W@filippos.com (private email domain).
Available to move, in A friendly place. I'll learn
the local language, as fast as possible. I could be
working, for your Business, or Industry, or Country, or
Allegiance, exclusive! I hope, it sounds grate! As far as I
know, that's legal, global. Businesses, have already "find
me on the Internet".
A wild imagination paradigm, of how far I'll go to
protect this A friend country; if actual bombs drop in this
country from an enemy, I'll directly move to this warzone,
walk around its street with my film camera; create an
open to the world film doc. I'm kind of, not that afraid of
death. I lived, live, a very kind life; which I kind of
believe, with all my heart, is going to be appreciated in all
my next lives.
(The cash, or job, is going to pay for my expenses first;
then, for Open Education. More donation, bring more
Open Education, for more people. No cash from you
means no Open Education, and, nothing of interest.)
Religion: Everything Jesus Christ Said.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

--Filippos Marinakis 2020--

